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About This Game

 Perform fitness

The most authentic fitness simulation puts you in the shoes of a rookie who wants to fight his way up the fitness olymp. Perform
fitness, get sponsored and become the fittest person in the universe. With real exercise fottage and real challenge.

How would it feel to be a professional fitness performer? Glory on the victorious and shame on the loser. Risking it all for the
best performance. See for yourself how to get real in this authentic fitness simulator.

 Do you have what it takes to master fitness?

features

 hip hop soundtrack
 different challenging exercises
 Get money for fitness items
 live action fitness footage
 get injured performing fitness
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+Creative
+Extensive
+Great Narration
+Great Gameplay
+Fun

+\/-Price for content

-Some people seem to be having a problem shooting

4\/5

A really surprising fun bow-slinging game for the VR. I would definitely recommend it if you like games like HoloPoint. This
doesn't seem as action intensive. Then again I'm only at the beginning of it, and really looking forward to playing it further.

If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and decent VR titles. And 
Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. This is really a well done game - does honor to JRPG and gives the
players a new and wonderful world to explore. Also awesome the stary features the perspective of a blacksmith. Short...

Boring...

Pointless...

And i feel like i am half blind.... Okay, so this isn't the best Nancy Drew game out there, but I can never figure out why. Maybe
River Heights is a little boring compared to other game locales, like Japan, Germany, etc.? Maybe the stakes are just too low
when the only think really at risk is Nancy's reputation? Maybe the characters are just a little flat? I don't know, but none of it is
so bad as to put me off playing the game altogether. It's still a fun mystery, and getting to play as Ned, Bess, and George, is a
rare treat that I always enjoy.
I do recommend this one, but with a grain of salt. It's just not quite as fun as the other games that came before (and after) it..
This is my fault, becuase I didn't read the support, but it doesn't look like this works with the Oculus Rift yet (as of
12\/6\/2018). When will support for the Rift come? I get to the welcome screen, but I can't choose anything. I'm still going to
recommend it for VIVE users.
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I really enjoyed this puzzle game. It takes the "start on one block and run along all other blocks without reusing a block or
getting trapped" and it adds a couple things. You're an adventurer collecting coins. And since you can't pass a level without
standing on every block (including the coin ones) you'll never lose out on your growing fortune. On the flip side, I have no idea
what those coins are for but.... they sure are fun to collect! Also, on each level, is a brown box which is your exit. So try to angle
towards that last. If you run onto the brown block without stepping on all the others, there's a weird explosion noise and you
begin at the start of the level.

There are 60 levels and most you'll probably whiz by. But I found quite a few a little challenging and I found all of them fun.
This game won't win any graphic awards but the music was nice and catchy. If you enjoy puzzles and particularly if you enjoy
100%ing a steam game, I recommend this. I'm actually a bit sad illie isn't longer. If they add content or come out with illie 2,
I'm all over that!. The true horror of any game is in the conflict between the unknown and what we think we know, and Dark
Echo perfectly engenders this conflict in its simple, yet tense, game play. Incredibly worth the price. One of my favorite pc
games that I've played to pass the time.. AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE

This is not a review about the game itself, which was great when it came out - and probably still is.
But this release is unacceptably garbage. Just trying to set display settings makes the launcher complaing about DirectX 6 not
being on the system, and I should hope not! ��

Top bar is always visible in-game, when trying to set resolution in-game it glitched out and said
resolution 18356270788 x 544830049 ������

Running the game also forced the Curse Client to install something called Directplay ?!

But the worst part of all was when I played the game and died, the reload caused the game to crash directplay or something,
game froze and I could not end the process in any way.

And after rebooting my PC; nVidia Share froze for some reason.
AND the text in all of my apps got really low resolution, grainy (even though my display settings were the same)

So yeah... Great game, awful re-release.

My specs:
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6600K CPU @ 3.50GHz, 3501 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s)
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070
RAM: 8GB
OS: Windows 10 x64. I have been playing this game since the begining and it has came a long way Graphics,Sounds Ai are all
improved but Why O Why would they take away the option to define your own keys. Well they haven't for the most part but
they have put is so you have tRotate the camera which NO one ever does and puts it eaither on the left stick which everone uses
for steering or the right stick which I for one use for acceleration and Brake. My set up on the xbox controller for the pc is left
stick steer right stick as I said go and stop RB Gear Up LB Gear Down and RT Back Brake I find this comfortable smooth and
easy to use I also put Look behind on the LT button but for some reason this game manufacturer has in it's Awesome wisdom
desided to put a look around the bike on my keys, So in short Sort it out please and let me get a shot of this Awesome looking
game Thanks.. Easy game and easy achievements for achievement hunters
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